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Abstract. Proteins interact among them and different interactions form
a very huge number of possible combinations representable as protein to
protein interaction (PPI) networks that are mapped into graph struc-
tures. The interest in analyzing PPI networks is related to the possibil-
ity of predicting PPI properties, starting from a set of known proteins
interacting among each other. For example, predicting the configuration
of a subset of nodes in a graph (representing a PPI network), allows
to study the generation of protein complexes. Nevertheless, due to the
huge number of possible configurations of protein interactions, automatic
based computation tools are required. Available prediction tools are able
to analyze and predict possible combinations of proteins in a PPI net-
work which have biological meanings. Once obtained, the protein inter-
actions are analyzed with respect to biological meanings representing
quality measures. Nevertheless, such tools strictly depend on input con-
figuration and require biological validation. In this paper we propose a
new prediction tool based on integration of different prediction results
obtained from available tools. The proposed integration approach has
been implemented in an on line available tool, IMPRECO standing for
IMproving PREdiction of COmplexes. IMPRECO has been tested on
publicly available datasets, with satisfiable results.

1 Introduction

The interactions of proteins within a cell are very huge and frequent. They inter-
act composing a very broad network of interactions, also known as interactome.
If two or more proteins interact for a long time forming a stable association, their
interaction is known as protein complex. Interactomics study focuses currently:
(i) on the determination of all possible interactions and (ii) on the identifica-
tion of a meaningful subset of interactions. Due to the high number of proteins
within a cell, manual analysis of proteins interactions is unfeasible, so the need
to investigate interactions with computational methods arises [1]. We focus on
interactomics as the study of Protein-Protein Interaction (PPI) as biochemical
reaction among proteins, as well as the study of protein complexes.

The most natural way to model PPIs network is by using graphs [2], where
proteins are represented as nodes and interactions as edges linking them. The
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simplest representation is an undirected graph in which the nodes are labelled
with the protein identifiers, while the edges are simple connections (i.e. no labels
or directions).

Once the PPI network has been represented as a graph, the biological in-
vestigation consists in studying the structural properties of the graph [3]. For
example Fig. 1 reports a graph structure where nodes are proteins and edges
represent all possible interactions among proteins (nodes). Subgraphs [4], i.e.
a subset of nodes and edges, may represent biological relevant and meaningful
proteins interactions. For instance, the circled set of nodes and edges connecting
them in Fig. 1 is an example of protein interactions representing complexes.

Fig. 1. A graph with dense regions

Consequently, a number of algorithms that predict complexes starting from
graphs have been developed [1],[5],[4]. These algorithms, also called complexes
prediction tools (or simply predictors), belong to the general class of graph clus-
tering algorithms, where each cluster is defined as a set of nodes of the graph with
their connections. Thus, clustering algorithms aim to identify subgraphs. Obvi-
ously, the quality of predictors is measured in terms of percentage of complexes bi-
ologically meaningful with respect to the meaningless ones. Clustering algorithms
take as input a graph representing an interaction network among a set of proteins
and an initial configuration (i.e. algorithms parameters such as the number of clus-
ters). While initial configurations mostly depends on clustering algorithms, the
initial interaction graph mostly depends on known protein interactions.

Thus, the prediction results are strongly influenced by: (i) the initial config-
uration of the algorithms and (ii) how valid are the initial protein to protein
interactions (i.e., edges in the graph) of the input interaction network (i.e., the
graph) [6]. They all apply clustering methodologies based on graph theory. None
of them uses biological knowledge while running algorithms to guide the clusters
identification or clusters selection.

The idea proposed in this paper (extension of a previous short communication
[7]) is to combine different predictor results using an integration algorithm able
to gather (partial) results from different predictors, to improve the biological
relevance of the protein complexes associated to the output identified clusters.
The integration algorithm starts by integrating results (i.e. clusters) obtained
by running different available predictors. Three different cases are considered by
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evaluating the topological relations among clusters coming from the considered
predictors: (i) equality: the same clusters are returned by all (or by a significant
number of) predictors; (ii) containment: it is possible to identify a containment
relation among (a set of) clusters returned by all (or by a significant number of)
predictors; (iii) overlap: it is possible to identify an overlap relation among (a
set of) clusters returned by all (or by a significant number of) predictors.

It is possible to tune the minimum number of predictors to consider in the
three possible cases as well as the kind of investigated relation. The algorithm
considers iteratively all the clusters, examines the conditions trying to find pos-
sible corresponding selected clusters.

The proposed algorithm works in three phases: i) it firstly parses results com-
ing from different predictors, then (ii) tries to associate them in one of the three
possible considered configurations and finally (iii) , it performs the integration
phase among clusters. The latter phase is performed by selecting clusters from
the set obtained during the second phase. All phases are integrated into an on
line available tool called IMPRECO (for IMproving PREdiction of Complexes).
IMPRECO manages different formats of results data obtained from different
predictors, integrates them and then presents results with evaluation quality
measurements. IMPRECO has been tested considering three existing predictors,
( MCODE [4], RNSC [5] and MCL [8]), on publicly available datasets showing
considerable improvements. Quality measures are obtained by validating the
predicted clusters (representing complexes) with respect to experimentally de-
termined protein complexes.

2 The Clustering Integration Algorithm

Let P be a protein interaction network modelled as a graph G, and let PA be
a complexes predictor. PA gets G as input and produces a set of subgraphs
C = {ξ1...ξt}, representing clusters, where each cluster ξi may be interpreted as
a putative protein complex. The proposed integration algorithm receives a set
of clustering outputs CO = {C1...Cn} obtained from n different predictors, then
it tries to verify the topological relations among clusters and builds three set of
clusters one for each of the considered topological relations, i.e. equality, con-
tainment and overlap. Finally the three sets are used to build an integrated set
of clusters IO, with the aim of improving the quality of results (i.e. in terms of
biological meanings) merging the clusters of the three obtained sets. We consider
the matching subgraphs problem using only nodes, thus, checking for the corre-
spondence of two subgraphs ξ1 and ξm is reduced to the problem of checking their
nodes equality. We now show the three algorithms for equality (Exact Match-
ing procedure), containments (Containment procedure) and overlap (Overlap
procedure) relations among clusters.

Exact Matching procedure. Let TD be a dimension threshold value. The equality
relation procedure considers clusters that have at most TD nodes. Given a cluster
ξ of a clustering output that satisfies this property, the procedure searches for
identical clusters in the clustering outputs obtained from the others predictors.
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The algorithm stores the corresponding clusters in a list called Matched. If at
least a minimum number of identical clusters TM is found, a representative
one is included in a cluster list called V erify Equality, i.e. the list of clusters
that satisfies the equality relation. The procedure ends when iteratively all the
clusters have been examined. The following pseudo code explains the so far
described procedure.

Procedure. ExactMatching (CO, TD, TM)
// CO contains the set of input clusters
// TD is the threshold of dimension
// TM is the minimum number of required clusters
begin

Matched: List;
// the list of corresponding clusters
V erify Equality: List
// the list of clusters that verify the equality condition;

FOR ALL Clusters ξ, ‖ξ‖ ≤ TD,
// Find the corresponding clusters
Matched:= FindMatching(ξ, CO);

IF(‖Matched‖) ≥ TM
V erify Equality:= V erify Equality + ξ;

return V erify Equality;
end Exact Matching;

Containment procedure. The Containment procedure considers clusters with
more than TD nodes. Let ξ a cluster with more than TD nodes. The proce-
dure searches in other cluster result sets that ones including ξ. If at least TM
clusters are found, then one of the found clusters is selected, respectively the
smallest or the biggest in terms of nodes depending on an input parameter IS.
Finally a V erify Containment list of clusters is generated. The procedure ends
when iteratively all the clusters have been examined. The following pseudo code
explains the so far described procedure.

procedure. Containment (CO, TD, TM , IS)
// CO contains the set of selected clusters
// TD is the threshold of dimension
// TM is the minimum number of required clusters
// IS determines the selection of the biggest or smallest cluster
begin

Matched: List;
// the list of corresponding clusters
Let V erify Containment : List;
//list of clusters that verify the Containment condition;

FOR EACH cluster ξ that has dimension higher than TD
Matched= FindSub(ξ,CO);

IF(‖Matched‖) ≥ TM
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IF IS = smallest
V erify Containment:= V erify Containment+ ξ ;

ELSE
ξ̃ = max(ξ ∈ Matched);
V erify Containment:= V erify Containment+ ξ̃ ;

return V erify Containment
end Containment;

For instance, let us consider a scenario in which three clusters are depicted:
(i) includes nodes A, B and C, (ii) includes nodes A, B, C and D, and (iii)
includes nodes A, B, C, D and F. Let us suppose that the three clusters come
from three different algorithms, that the containment procedure starts with (i),
and that TM is set to 2. The nodes of cluster (i) are included in clusters (ii)
and (iii), so if Inserting Smallest is set to Smallest, cluster (i) will be included
in V erify Containment, otherwise if it set to Biggest cluster (iii) is included.
V erify Containment stores all the clusters that verify the relation. The proce-
dure ends when iteratively all the clusters have been examined.

Overlap procedure. The Overlap procedure considers clusters with more than
TD nodes. Let ξ a cluster with more than TD nodes. The procedure searches
in other cluster result sets that ones that have an overlap with ξ bigger than a
threshold PO. If at least TM clusters are found, then one of them is selected,
respectively the smallest or the biggest in terms of nodes depending on an input
parameter. Finally a V erify Overlap list of clusters is generated. The procedure
ends when iteratively all the clusters have been examined. The following pseudo
code explains the so far described procedure.

procedure. Overlap (CO, TD, TM , II , PO)
// CO contains the set of selected clusters
// TD is the threshold of dimension
// TM is the minimum number of required clusters
// II determines the selection of a cluster
// PO determines the threshold of overlap
begin

Let Matched : List;
// The list of corresponding clusters
Let V erify Overlap: List;
//list of clusters that verify the Overlap condition;
FOR EACH cluster ξ that has dimension higher than TD

Matched= FindOverlap (ξ,CO,PO);
IF (‖Matched‖) ≥ TM

IF II = smallest
V erify Overlap:= V erify Overlap+ ξ ;

ELSE
ξ̃ = max(ξ ∈ Matched)
V erify Overlap:= V erify Overlap+ ξ̃ ;

return V erify Overlap
end Overlap;
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Let us consider the three clusters ( (i) A, B and C; (ii) A, B, D and K; and
(iii) A, B, F, E and L) that come from three different algorithms and that the
overlap procedure starts with (i), and that TM is 2 and PO is 10%. Cluster (i)
has an intersection with both (ii) and (iii), and the overlap is higher than PO.
Thus, if Inserting Intersected is set to Smallest, cluster (i) will be included in
IO, otherwise if it set to Biggest cluster (iii) is included.

2.1 Integration Algorithm

The whole procedure of integration receives in input a set of clustering outputs,
CO, then it verifies the three relations by calling the procedures described so
far that produce three lists of clusters: V erify Equality, V erify Containment,
and V erify Overlap. Each cluster that has been inserted in one list verifies one
of the previous relations. Finally, it merges these lists. The following pseudo code
explains the so far described procedure.

procedure. Integration CO, TD, TM , II , II ,PO)
// CO contains the set of selected clusters
// TD is the threshold of dimension
// TM is the minimum number of required clusters
// II and IS determine the selection of a cluster
// PO is the threshold of shared nodes
begin

Let V erify Equality: List;
Let V erify Containment: List;

Let V erify Overlap: List;
FOR ALL clusters with dimensions lower than TD,

V erify Equality = ExactMatching(CO, TD, TM)
FOR ALL clusters with dimensions bigger than TD,

V erify Containment = Containment(CO, IS, TD, TM);
FOR ALL clusters with dimensions bigger than TD,

V erify Overlap = Overlap(CO, II, PO, TD, TM)
IO = Integrate(V erify Equality, V erify Containment, V erify Overlap);

end Integration;

3 Architecture of IMPRECO

The introduced integration algorithm has been fully implemented in a prototype
available through a GUI accessible via a web browser and Java Web Start Tech-
nology 1. The IMPRECO architecture comprises the following components, as
depicted in Fig. 2.
Data manager module. It collects the outputs of the different predictors and
translates them into a a single formalism known to IMPRECO. Although the
formalisms used by the existing algorithms are quite similar, but even small

1 java.sun.com/products/javawebstart/
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Fig. 2. Architecture of IMPRECO

differences in structure may cause problems in automatic comparison and inte-
gration methods. Thus, the data manager must translate such results. Currently,
IMPRECO can read the native outputs of MCODE and MCL and can parse the
RNSC output format. Users can also specify a clustering in a text file.

Integration Module. It implements the integration strategy. The current version of
IMPRECO verifies the three relations in a sequential way. Initially, it builds the set
of all clustering outputs starting from data parsed from the data manager. Then it
tries to verify the equality relation. Then it finds those that verify the Containment
relation, and it finally searches for those that satisfy the Overlap relation.

Evaluation Module. It evaluates the predictions with respect to a reference
database, i.e. a catalog of verified complexes . Currently, user can use its own
reference databases. Such module compares each predicted complex with those
stored in the database and calculates three statistics: sensitivity, positive pre-
dictive value and accuracy as defined in [6].

Results presenter. It offers the results through a GUI as represented in Fig. 3.
User can also save results in a file for successive processing.

4 Experimental Results

In order to estimate the quality of integration, we used IMPRECO to integrate
some clusterings obtained running three existing algorithms over publicly avail-
able data. Protein Interaction data of yeast have been downloaded from the web-
site 2. The website contains data collected from the MIPS database belonging to
the catalog of the yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae. Authors collected data of an-
notated complexes, then they converted them into a graph where each node rep-
resents one protein and an edge was created between each pair of polypeptides
involved in a common complex. They altered the resulting graph by randomly
adding or removing edges. From those graphs we selected a network of 1094 nodes
and 14658 edges and we gave it as input to three existing complexes predictors,

2 http://rsat.scmbb.ulb.ac.be/sylvain/clustering evaluation
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Fig. 3. The GUI of IMPRECO

MCODE, RNSC and MCL, to obtain the proposed clusters. IMPRECO integrated
the results inserting in the integrated output those clusters that verified one re-
lation in at least two outputs. For instance, let us consider Fig. 1 that depicts an
example of clusters verifying the containment relation that are merged.

Table 1. Example of Considered Clusters

Algorithm Cluster
MCODE-RNSC YKL193C YDR028C YOR178C YER133W YMR311C

MCL YKL193C YDR028C YOR178C YER133W YMR311C
YER054C YDR028C YOR178C

IMPRECO YKL193C YDR028C YOR178C YER133W YMR311C
YER054C YDR028C YOR178C

We evaluated the performances of both the integrated clustering and the ini-
tial clustering. IMPRECO considered each cluster and compared it with the
verified complexes. It used as reference the MIPS database catalog [9]. For each
complex, it took into account of the matched elements, i.e. the components of
a cluster that are presented in the complex. Thus it calculated three statistics
as defined in [6]: sensitivity, positive predictive value (PPV) and accuracy(the
geometric average of the previous two measures). The first measure represents
the ability to detect a complex. The second one estimates the ability to correctly
predict a complex. The integrated clustering predicted by IMPRECO resulted
in fewer clusters (155) than MCL (165) or RNSC (306) and more than MCODE
(73), as shown in Table 2. The integrated set outperforms the other three al-
gorithms in terms of sensitivity (0.89). Conversely, the value of PPV obtained
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Table 2. Comparison of IMPRECO vs existing predictions

QualityMeasures MCODE MCL RNSC IMPRECO
Number of Clusters 73 165 306 155
Sensitivity 0.34 0.47 0.46 0.89
PPV 0.48 0.69 0.59 0.59
Accuracy 0.40 0.57 0.52 0.70

(0.59) is lower than the best value for MCL (0.70). However, the final accuracy
of the integrated clustering (0.70) outperforms all the others.

In our second experiment, we used a second network of with 1034 nodes and
12235 edges available at 3. This network is obtained by randomly adding and re-
moving edges from the previous. We ran the MCL, RNSC and MCODEalgorithms,
obtaining respectively 43, 115 and 267 clusters, as summarized in Table 3.

Table 3. Results of experiment 2

Parameter − −Algorithm MCODE MCL RNSC A1 A2 A3 A4
No.ofClusters 43 115 267 92 92 92 92
Sensitivity 0.141 0.488 0.462 0.556 0.207 0.552 0.271
PPV 0.650 0.649 0.594 0.619 0.616 0.584 0.585
Accuracy 0.303 0.572 0.524 0.587 0.357 0.567 0.398

The intent of this second experiment is to assess the variation in integration
performance when the parameters IS and II are changed. They determine re-
spectively the insertion of the biggest or smallest matching clusters found during
the execution of steps 2 and 3. Consequently, these variations do not influence
the number of inserted clusters but only their internal structure. To appreci-
ate the impact, we performed four experiments considering the four possible
configurations for IS and II: (i) biggest/biggest, identified as A1, (ii) small-
est/smallest, identified as A2, (iii) smallest/biggest, identified as A3, and (iv)
biggest/smallest, identified as A4. Considering the results shown in Table 3, it
is evident that configuration A1 gives the best results for sensitivity and PPV
(0.556 and 0.619) and for accuracy. In contrast, the configuration (A2), in which
both parameters are set to Smallest, gives the worst results. However, we have
noticed that this is not a general rule, but must be verified for each dataset.

5 Conclusion

Starting from a protein interaction network, protein complexes can be predicted
by the use of clustering algorithms. The combination of different algorithms is a
3 http://rsat.scmbb.ulb.ac.be/sylvain/clustering evaluation
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possible way to improve the prediction performances. This paper addressed this
problem proposing a possible strategy of integration. This approach is integrated
in an on line available tool: IMPRECO 4. First experimental results show an
improvement with respect to existing predictors. We plan to develop a parallel
version of IMPRECO that will execute the data translation and the integration
phases as well as the evaluation of results in a parallel way by using a grid
infrastructure.
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